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Delivering people and technology
to asset-intensive industries across
Australia and around the world
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Who we are

What we do

Relegen has a proven track record of supplying people and
technology-based solutions to the Australian Defence Force for
well over a decade. Today, our expertise is leveraged by clients
operating in asset-intensive industries including mining, government,
manufacturing, utilities and more. We are an accredited Major Service
Provider to the Defence Materiel Organisation Support Services
Panel, ISO 9001 certified and a preferred supplier to top tier firms.

Relegen offers more than other contract workforce providers. Through
our extensive networks we can deliver a wide range of technical, IT/ICT,
logistics, project management, business and operational support,
engineering capabilities as well as security cleared personnel, for
short or long term contracts. We are also the developers of assetDNA,
an asset intelligence technology solution which helps organisations
significantly improve their approach to asset management.

+61 (0)2 9998 9000			

sales@relegen.com		

www.relegen.com

Why Relegen?
People with specialist skills
and extensive networks
Relegen’s deep expertise stems from delivering people
and technology to the Australian Defence Force for 12+
years – expertise that has been successfully leveraged
for industry leaders in government, mining and more.
Our management team have defence force backgrounds
and we maintain relationships that allow us to network
deep within defence and industry. We can provide security
cleared personnel with highly-specialised knowledge for short or long
term contracts to fulfil skill gaps, surge requirements, support smaller
projects or entire site operations.

Accredited DMOSS Major Service Provider
As an accredited Major Service Provider to the Defence Materiel Organisation
Support Services Panel, Relegen has an intimate understanding of defence project
requirements. Our unique combination of people and technology-based solutions
enable us to address the needs of some of the most challenging issues facing
the Defence sector today and into the future.

Capabilities
Engineering
IT/ICT
Integrated logistics support
Business support
Project management
Operational support

A reputation for engineering excellence
Relegen has built a reputation for delivering innovative solutions to some of the
toughest engineering projects across Defence, mining and more. We have been
recognised by Rio Tinto’s ‘Top Ten Supplier Recognition Program’ two years in
a row. Our products and services are designed with one thing in mind – our
client’s success. We focus on business outcomes, service delivery and
performance improvement.

Specialist services
Asset identification and tagging
Asset intelligence consulting
Asset lifecycle management
Business process development and review
Compliance services

Global leaders in asset intelligence

Data cleansing and alignment

We have something more to offer customers than other contract workforce
providers – we bring together best practice engineering know-how and asset
intelligence technology, honed over many years working with the ADF. Our product
– assetDNA – helps organisations unify asset data silo’s into a single, authoritative
point of truth – one that is in lockstep with real-world assets in-the-field.
Organisations can use this new-found asset intelligence to significantly reduce
the time between information, decision and action to drive innovation in asset
utilisation, business processes, productivity and performance.

Performance benchmarking and analysis
Policy and procedure development
Physical asset auditing
Project and system management
Risk management
Safety management services
Ship repair and maritime services
Technical documentation
Off-the-shelf and custom applications
Training
Work routine management

Can we help you?
To learn more about our products and services and discuss your business needs:

CALL: +61 (0)2 9998 9000 | EMAIL: sales@relegen.com | VISIT: www.relegen.com | www.assetDNA.com
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